1402 Johnson Street

Docents needed: 8

#1 at table/entry to take tickets/sell tickets

Invite people to join OIRF, volunteer at museum or as future tour docents; write
down names and email addresses
#2 at Porch steps:
Be careful on steps
House was built in 1940s, gutted and elevated by current owner in 2018/19
Please step inside
#3 inside near front door to direct people to guest bedroom:
You’re standing in a 2bed/2bath house totally renovated and decorated by
homeowner, an interior designer: architect was Tom Pope, who kept the
original footprint of the 2bed/1bathroom house within its 1,248sf of living area
Please proceed to guest bedroom to my right
#4 docent in guest bedroom:
All new high-wind-resistant windows and doors throughout.
Homeowner used a decorator treatment called “block-out windows” behind the
curtains to ensure privacy
Please use the bathroom pass-thru to the living area
#5 docent in kitchen behind island
Regardless of the age of the house, the open-floor plan creates a sense of space
and has become the darling of interior configuration since the late 1990s.
Kitchen counters are quartz and the Evercore cabinets are a composite
material carried by Home Depot—they’re affordable and almost indestructible
Proceed to master suite to my left
#6 docent master suite:
The large bedroom and bath boast the same floating vinyl floors throughout the
house.
Soft tropical colors were carefully selected to create a calm and quiet ambiance.
Return to living area
#7 docent at sliding doors directing/controlling traffic to docent #8
Please watch your step across the door threshold, as well as descending the
deck steps to pool
#8 outside on deck by side exit:
Pool and garden were part of the renovation project started in 2018 then
completed last year.
Clearly the homeowners’ vision and stewardship will bolster the house and
property for another 80 years.
Exit this way and thank you for supporting Old Island Restoration Foundation

